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This paper proposes a critical analysis of the role of detailed three-dimensional models in the design and implementation of the virtual year-end event with studio reviews, INDA Parade 2020 (Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok), which has been shifted, due to COVID-19 lockdown, to a mixed remote platform, including online virtual reality, video-conference, multi-channel forum, and streaming, under the motto “Keep School Real”.

Particular importance was given to the quality of the virtual spaces and models, but also to the type of interaction that participants (students, instructors, and guests from all over the world) could have with them through sophisticated avatars, to challenge the dichotomy between representative and performative models.

The introduction of detailed virtual spaces made many project presentations much more tangible because of the absence of abstraction in the models, which involved many details in scale 1:1, actually making the proposals themselves more “real”.
Therefore, despite the more stringent hardware requirements, the design and organising team has counterintuitively opted to adopt a hi-resolution VR platform, complementing it with a series of other digital tools to ensure accessibility.

This demonstrated to be an effective choice, retrospectively, as it determined seemingly boundless possibilities of model crafting, except for the limitation of a maximum number of polygons, which required students to acquire skills for strategic allocation of computational resources, performing in three-dimensions an exercise of progressive concentration of detail, typical of bidimensional documents. At the same time, all the increased possibilities also encouraged a spontaneous process to reinvent ways of breaking away from conventional formats, in a constant redefinition of the state of exception.

These aspects constitute just part of a broader renegotiation of norms and conventions that might have a profound impact on design pedagogy in the near future and wouldn’t have been embraced in such a compressed timeframe without unavoidable constraints.

Event summary video: https://tinyurl.com/hcf4ufh4
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